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I. Introduction

Usually the LXX Psalter is considered to be a very literal translation of a 
Hebrew Vorlage very close to the Masoretic consonantal text. Indeed, a 
thorough comparison of the consonantal text preserved in the MT and the 
LXX shows that the word order and the syntax of these two Psalters ver- 
sions diverge only slightly.1 It might be deduced from this comparison that 
the translator as a general rule confined himself to rendering his Hebrew 
source text word for word.2 This conclusion implies that the traces of the 
theological and cultural knowledge the translator has left in the Greek text 
are only of minor importance. However, a more detailed analysis of the 
LXX shows that the Greek translator was much more Creative than is usu
ally supposed.’ A number of rather free translations indicate that he did not 
shrink from interpreting his Hebrew Vorlage, e.g. when he had to translate 
difficult or rare words or expressions. Elsewhere the translator was not 
afraid to correct the Psalter text.4 This might be the case when he found 
himself confronted with passages that appeared to him theologically unac- 
ceptable, e.g. verses that dealt with an alleged plurality of gods (e.g. Ps 8:6; 
97:7; 138:1). Nonetheless, this argument cannot explain all the subtleties of

1 F. Austermann, Von der Tora zum Nomos. Untersuchungen zur Übersetzungsweise und 
Interpretation im Septuaginta-Psalter (MSU 27; Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2003), 42- 
106, provides plenty of material in Order to prove the accuracy of this hypothesis.

2 See e.g. A. Pietersma, “Exegesis in the Septuagint: Possibilities and Limits (The Psalter 
as a Case in Point)”, in W. Kraus/R. Glenn Wooden (ed.), Septuagint Research. Issues and Chal- 
lenges in the Study of the Greek Jewish Scriptures (SCSt 53; Atlanta: Society of Biblical Litera- 
ture, 2006), 33-45, on pp. 38-9.

3 For this opinion, see e.g. F. Siegert, Zwischen Hebräischer Bibel und Altem Testament. 
Eine Einführung in die Septuaginta (Münster: Lit, 2001). 311: “Der Psalter ist reich an behutsa
men ‘Interpretamenten’, die jedoch nie den Charakter von Glossen oder Erweiterungen haben, 
sondern den einer interpretierenden Wortwahl.”

4 Several examples are quoted in two earlier articles: E. Bons, “Die Rede von Gott in den 
PsalmenLXX”, in H.-J. Fabry/D. Böhler (ed.), Im Brennpunkt: Die Septuaginta. Band 3: Studien zur 
Theologie, Anthropologie, Ekklesiologie, Eschatologie und Liturgie der Griechischen Bibel 
(BWANT 174; Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 2007), 182-202, on pp. 185-99; id., “Der Septuaginta- 
Psalter - Übersetzung, Interpretation, Korrektur”, in M. Karrer/W. Kraus (ed.), Die Septuaginta. 
Texte - Kontexte - Lebenswelten (WUNT 219; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2008), 450-70, on pp. 
464^68.

* I wish to express my gratitude to tny eolleagues Jennifer Dines (Cambridge) and Jan 
Joosten (Strasbourg) for reading and commenting on a first draft of this paper.
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the Greek text, which is, in my opinion, much more than a mere word for 
word translation. In this paper, I would like to raise the question of what 
kind of rhetorical skill can be recognized in the Septuagint Psalter. Obvi- 
ously, the passages where the Greek translator does not go beyond a literal 
translation of a Hebrew rhetorical device do not prove anything. Therefore, 
one has to single out verses or cola whose rhetorical features cannot be 
explained by the extant Hebrew Psalter text including the Qumran manu- 
scripts. In recent studies, this problem has not attracted much attention, so 
that careful and detailed studies on this subject are still missing. In order to 
fill this gap at least partially, in this paper I shall focus on word order as 
well as the choice of Greek words in the Greek Psalter text.

II. Some examples of hyperbaton, alliteration and paronomasia

1. Hyperbaton

In a small number of cases, words belonging together are separated by at 
least one other word although the extant Hebrew Psalm texts (Qumran 
fragments, MT) do not reveal an analogous word order. Let me quote two 
examples:

Ps 34(33): 13b:

rann ^xn ’ö 
□iü mxnb a’ö’ nnx

rtg eoTtv avOpconog ö OeXcov £a)f]v 
dyanrov rjpepag iöctv dyaOdg

“What man is there who desires life, 
and covets many days, that he may 
enjoy good?” (NRSV)

“What man is there that desires life, loving to 
see good days?” (Brenton)

It is obvious that the translator completed the Greek word f|pepag by the 
attribute dyaOdg whereas the Hebrew text considers the corresponding 
word 310 as the direct object of the infinitif mxib. This syntactical structure 
would lead to the Greek translation *i§£tv dyaOöv (cf. Job 7:7; Eccl 3:13; 
PsSal 18:6 [dyaOd]). However, this adjectival form nowhere appears in the 
extant Greek Psalter manuscripts. Conserving the word order instead of the 
syntactical structure of the second colon, the Greek text displays a hyper
baton. Apparently, this word order has bothered some of the ancient copy- 
ists of the Septuagint text who rearranged the line in the following way: 
dyanrov iöctv f]pepag dyaOdg (so e.g. codex B). Just like this textual 
variant, the NT quotation of the Psalm verse, 1 Pet 3:10, reads iSetv 
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f|pspag dyaOdig.5 Nevertheless, it should be stressed that the word order 
rjpepag iöstv äyaOät; is in no way unusual, the hyperbaton is even re- 
commended when the verb does not finish the clause (Quintilian, Inst. IX, 
4, 26).6 After all, one cannot say that the expression f|pspat äyaOat does 
not make sense. On the contrary, it is not completely unknown to biblical 
wisdom literature. It occurs e.g. in the Book of Ben Sira where the sage 
wams his disciple not to deprive himself of a happy day (Sir 14:14).

5 In comparison with the Göttingen Psalter text, the Quotation shows three further changes: 
the infinitive äyaitäv as well as the addition of two words: ydp before eskmv and Kai before löeiv. 
For a detailed study of the Quotation, see e.g. S. Woan, “The Psalms in 1 Peter”, in S. Moy- 
ise/M.J.J. Menken (ed.), The Psalms in the New Testament (London/New York: T. & T. Clark, 
2004), 213-29, on pp. 219-25. By contrast, the Quotation of Ps 33:13bLXX in IClem 22.2 does not 
diverge from the text in the Göttingen edition.

6 A detailed study of the genitive hyperbaton is provided by A.M. Devine / L.D. Stephens, 
Discontinuous Syntax. Hyperbaton in Greek (New York / Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), 
106-7.

7 In his Göttingen edition of the Psalter, Alfred Rahlfs does not quote any Greek variants.
8 Analogously to the MT, the Targum reads RX’JD piPSn “[of] many wicked”. In the Qum- 

ran Psalm manuscripts. the variant *37 seems not to be attested; see P.W. Flint, The Dead Sea 
Psalm Scrolls and the Book of Psalms (STDJ 17; Leiden: Brill, 1997), chapter IV. D. Barthelemy, 
Critique textuelle de l'Ancien Testament, Tome 4: Psaumes (OBO 50.4; Fribourg / Göttingen: 
Academic Press/Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2005), 215, calls attention to 4Q171 (= 4QpPs37a), 
col. II, 22 where at least the letter yod of *D137 can be identified. In his Psalterium iuxta 
Hebraeos, Jerome evidently does not translate the Hebrew text □137 Q’yiCI pDHD (= MT), but a 
text similar to the LXX: quam divitiae impiorum multae.

9 For a similar example, see Tob 12:8bBA ; slightly different is Prov 15:29 (= 16:8MT).

Ps 37(36): 16:

pm1? szüo mu
□’m D’ytri pano

KpElOOOV ÖZiyOV T(p SlKatö) UTTEp 
tiZoutov äpaprmZaiv noXuv7

“Better is a little that the righteous 
person has than the abundance of 
many wicked” (NRSV)

“A little is better to the righteous than abun
dant wealth of sinners” (Brenton)

Whether the Hebrew Vorlage of the LXX read 0’2n or another word8, it is 
sure that in the LXX text noXuv characterizes nXouTov. However, the LXX 
does not change the word order of the Hebrew text. It only translates its last 
word differently, making it the exact semantic counterpart of öXiyov in the 
first colon of the verse9 insofar as each of the two adjectives respectively 
refers to the property of the righteous and the sinners. In so doing, the LXX 
underscores the Opposition between the modest possessions of the righteous 
on the one hand and the abundance of wealth of sinners on the other. In the 
wake of the LXX text, some modern commentators plead for an emendation 
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of the MT (*37 □,J7U77 pTOH/O)10 though this would result in an awkward 
word order."

10 E.g. H.-J. Kraus, Psalmen 1-59 (BK.AT XV/1; Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 
61989) 438; P. C. Craigie, Psalms 1-50 (WBC 19; Waco, Texas: Word Books, 1983), 296.

11 For this objection, see already W. Bühlmann / K. Scherer, Stilfiguren der Bibel. Ein klei
nes Nachschlagewerk (Biblische Beiträge 10; Fribourg: Schweizerisches Katholisches Bibelwerk, 
1973), 47.

12 See also Siegert, Zwischen Hebräischer Bibel und Neuem Testament, 138.

2. Alliteration created by parallel use of compound words

The first two examples reveal that the translator sometimes takes advantage 
of a characteristic feature of Greek word construction, i.e. the use of alpha 
privative which has no equivalent in Hebrew.12 The third example, however, 
can illustrate that alliteration results from the choice of rare words or 
hapaxlegomena.

Ps 49(48): Ila:

■mx’ 75721 'ros 7rr 87ti to aÜTÖ atppcov Kai ävovq 
ÖTtoXouviat

“fool and dolt perish together” 
(NRSV)

“the fool and the senseless one shall perish 
together” (Brenton)

The Greek language has at least one positive adjective that would have been 
suitable for the translation of one of the Hebrew adjectives: ptopog. This 
word is quite frequent elsewhere in Biblical literature (see e.g. Deut 32:6; 
Sir 18:18; 19:11; Isa 19:11; 32:6; Matt 25:2,3,8). The LXX Psalter, how
ever, employs it only once, in Ps 93:8LXX where the MT has b’DD. Instead 
of pcopög, in Ps 48:11LXX the translator employs two compound adjectives 
having an alpha privativum and forming a triple alliteration with the follow- 
ing verb intoZouvTat. As for avouq, this adjective is not only a rare word in 
the LXX but also a hapax legomenon of the Greek Psalter. Its use can be 
explained by the fact that 7572 in the sense “foolish” is quite rare and not 
always translated adequately (see Ps 72:22LXX: e^oudevcopsvog), whereas 
Ps 91:7; 93:8LXX translate the root 7572 by atppotv. One can therefore infer 
that in Ps 48:11LXX the choice of the second adjective may have depended 
on the first one whose meaning was not doubtful. Repeated use of alpha 
privativum occurs elsewhere in the Greek Psalter (see Ps 91:7LXX where 
üvf]p atppcov ... äovvqToq form an alliteration) though this is not a rule.
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Indeed the opposite can be shown by Ps 93:8LXX. Nevertheless, parallel use 
of alpha privativum is not at all an isolated phenomenon which can be 
illustrated by the following example.

Ps 63(62):2d:

□’ö ’bn Tin n’x 71x2 ev yf| spqpcp Kai dßdrcp Kai dvüSpco

“in a dry and weary land where there is 
no water” (NRSV)

“in a barren and trackless and dry land” (Bren
ton)

In this colon again, the translator is confronted with a relatively rare word, 
yy, “faint, weary”, which he will translate by avuöpoq in Ps 142:6LXX. In 
Ps 62:2d, however, D’O ’bn demanded a similar Greek equivalent. Without 
translating literally by ob + öScop (see for an analogous case Ps 106:40LXX), 
the LXX has a compound adjective, dvuöpoq.13 As for TP, the use of avu- 
Öpoq suggested translating it by a morphologically similar word. This word 
is certainly not an adequate equivalent of Nevertheless, by inserting 
dßawq the translator not only creates an alliteration but also a series of 
three parallel adjectives deftning yq and ending in the vowel co. Needless to 
say, these phenomena are absent from the Hebrew text which is more het- 
erogeneous on both the syntactical and the morphological level.

3 Sometimes an adjective with alpha privativum corresponds to a relative clause, see the 
examples quoted by E. Tov, “Compound Words in the Septuagint Representing two or more 
Hebrew Words”, in id„ The Greek and Hebrew Bible. Collected Essays on the Septuagint (VT.S 
72; Leiden: Brill, 1999) 131-52, on pp. 133-146.

14 For further details see C. Spicq, Lexique theologique du Nouveau Testament (Fri
bourg / Paris: Editions universitaires/Cerf, 1991), 407-8.

Ps 51(50):12:

unn pm mn Kai TTveupa eü0e<; syKaivioov ev 
rote EyKdTOiq pou

“and put a new and right spirit 
within me” (NRSV).

“and renew a right spirit in my inward 
parts” (Brenton)

Both the verb EyKatvi^co and the noun rd syKara are rare words in the 
Greek Psalter. The verb is even a Psalter hapax legomenon. Whereas the 
Hebrew verb UHD is translated by dvaKatvi^co “renew, restore” in Ps 102:5; 
1 03:30lxx, the verb preferred by the translator, eyKaivi^co, might have the 
connotation of restoration and Inauguration of a new era.14 It is beyond 
doubt that this connotation is perfectly fitting in the specific context of Ps 
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50:12 whose first colon employs the verb Kri^ai in the sense of “create”15: 
KapSiav KaOapäv ktioov ev spot, ö 0eög. As for sv tou; EyKarorg pou 
as Greek equivalent of ’3V3, one should call to attention the fact that rd 
syKara as the rendering of 37p is only attested in Ps 108:18LXX. Instead, the 
translator disposes of a series of alternative renderings: evrög pou (Ps 38:4; 
108:22lxx), ev spot (Ps 54:5LXX), sv rf] Kapöia pot> (Ps 93:19LXX). How- 
ever, he had to avoid ev bpoi because this expression already occurs in v. 
12a. The same applies for the noun Kapöia. Therefore the choice of ev roig 
syKdtoiq pou is probably best explained by the need for a noun to give to 
the end of the verse a certain weight, on the semantic level and on the level 
of sound.

15 In the Biblical literature, this verb undergoes a semantic change, see E. Bons, “Le verbe 
Krisen comme terme technique de la creation dans la Septante et dans le Nouveau Testament”, in J. 
Joosten/P.J. Tomson (ed.), Voces biblicae (Contributions to Biblical Exegesis and Theology 49; 
Leuven: Peeters, 2007). 1-15.

16 Cf. F. Blass/A. Debrunner, Grammatik des neutestamentlichen Griechisch (Göttingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 161984), § 488,1.

17 See H. Lausberg, Elemente der literarischen Rhetorik (Munich: Hueber, IO1990) § 279; 
id., Handbuch der literarischen Rhetorik. Eine Grundlegung (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner, 31990), 
§ 638, 3a.

3. Paronomasia

In literature dealing with rhetoric, this technical term has various significa- 
tions of which one is particularly important for the analysis of the LXX 
Psalter: the repetition of words deriving from the same root and being em- 
ployed close together16 (so called annominatio consisting in an “organic” 
change of the word17). In some cases of paronomasia in the Greek Psalter 
the underlying Hebrew text displays analogous phenomena which the trans
lator seeks to render as literally as possible (e. g. Ps 30:21a: KqraKpmj/Eiq 
aüroüq ev änoKputpcp rou npoodmou oou [MT: "inon DTDDD]). On
the other hand, this type of rendering can be observed as well in several 
cases where the Hebrew Psalter text offers words of different roots (e.g. Ps 
50:8b: rd döpZa Kai rä Kpuqna rf|<; ooipiag oou söfiZmodt; por - Ps 
83:4b: Kai rpuyröv voooidv saurf) ou 0f|osi rä voooia aürf|g - Ps 
91:7b: douvsToq oü ouvrioEi raura). These few examples permit us to 
differentiale between two categories: paronomasia between two nouns and 
paronomasia between a noun and a verbal form. Let us illustrate this phe- 
nomenon by singling out some other striking examples:
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a) Paronomasia between two nouns (substantive - substantive or substan
tive - adjective)

Ps 18(17): 16b:

mn’ yrmnö 
Idn nm nouijo

Ü7TÖ E7UTipf]OEC6q OOl) KÜplE 
änö EprtvsüoEcoq TtvEupaxoq öpyfjq
GOU

“at your rebuke, O Lord, 
at the blast of the breath of your 
nostrils” (NRSV)

“at your rebuke, 0 Lord, 
at the blast of the breath of your wrath” 
(NETS)

Unlike the parallel text 2 Kings 22:16 where the LXX uses the word nvoij 
(&nö 7ivof|q nvEbpaxoq 0vpon aörot)), the Psalter translator opts for in- 
serting another noun, spitvenotg. This word is not only a LXX hapax lego- 
menon but is also considered a neologism of the LXX. By so doing, the 
translator achieves two effects: firstly, he creates the repetition of the sylla- 
ble nven in two following words; secondly, he reinforces the parallelism 
between the two parts of the colon in matching the equivalent of HW3 to 
the parallel noun in the first part: ETtiTipijaECoq - Epnvcbosroq. No need to 
say that each of the two nouns is a compound, that they almost have the 
same length and, finally, the same ending.

Ps 45(44):2c:

THÖ nDlD ÜP 'Wb f] yZcboad pou KdXapoq ypappaxEtüq 
ö^uypatpou

“my tongue is like the pen of a ready 
scribe” (NRSV)

“my tongue is the pen of a quick writer” (Bren
ton)

The expression THÖ 7D1D occurs only once more in the Hebrew Bible, in 
Ezra 7:6 where the LXX reads ypappaTsoq ra/bq. Avoiding the rather 
literal equivalent ra/bq or another usual adjective or participle, e.g. otied- 
öcov (see Isa 16:5), the Greek Psalter translator prefers a more elegant read
ing. By the choice of ö^bypatpoq he not only creates a paronomasia be
tween the adjective and the preceding noun, but also expresses the writer’s 
specific dexterity.
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b) Paronomasia between a verb and noun

Ps 18(17):27:

113Fin 133 317
bnonn Wpy

Kai psra ekäektou ekäektö^ äop 
Kai psrd orpeßkoi) 5taorps\|/et<;
[2 Kings 22:27: OTp£ßk(O01jop]

“with the pure you show yourself pure, 
and with the crooked you show your
self perverse” (NRSV)

“and with the select you will be select, 
and with the crooked you will pervert” (NETS)

The Greek translation of v. 27a might be considered incorrect, especially 
the choice of SKÄ-EKTog for the stem 113 (used here in the niph‘al, “to purify 
oneself”, as well as in the hitpa‘el “to show oneself pure”). The translator 
probably read a word like 1’173 (see e.g. Ps 88:4aLXX) or 17173 (see e.g. Ps 
77:3 lbLXX). Nevertheless, it is clear that the first colon of v. 27 continues 
the pattem of the preceding v. 26 in so far as the adjective in the genitive 
introduced by the preposition pErd stems from the same root as the sub- 
sequent verb or predicative adjective. As for the second colon of v. 27, it is 
obvious that the translator sought to adapt it to the first one in matching the 
adjective and the following verb to one another. It deserves attention that 
the Hebrew text of v. 27b does not show any similar construction, the corre- 
sponding adjective and verb having different roots: the adjective 

“crooked” as well as the verb non hitpa‘el “to show oneself perverse”.
The latter is a Psalter hapax legomenon whereas ITpl? occurs only once 
more in the Psalter: Ps 101:4 reads 33b “a false heart”, an expression 
the LXX renders by KapSta OKapßf] “a perverse heart”.

Ps 17(16):8:

’UTDDn 3’033 bX3 ev OKETtp tcov nTEpvYcnv oou 
OKETtdOEtq p£

“hide me in the shadow of your wings” 
(NRSV)

“you will shelter me with the shelter of your 
wings” (NETS)

As results from other Psalm passages, the translator is not at all unaware of 
the ordinary meaning of the verb 1DD hiph. which he renders several times 
by KpüTtTG) or änoKpunra) (Ps 18:7; 37:9; 68:5; 118:19LXX). However, in Ps 
16:8 he deviates from this rule opting for the verb OKETtd^opai, that is to 
say the verb fitting perfectly to the adverb of place hv GKSttp. As the next 
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example will illustrate, this phenomenon is not limited to only one Psalm 
quotation.

Ps61(60):5:

7’sn hDD3 nonx OK£7raO0f|OOpat £V OKE7TT] tmv 
nTspnyrnv oou

“I will find refuge in the shelter of 
your wings” (cf. NRSV)

“I will find shelter under the shelter of your 
wings” (cf. Pietersma)

Although the Greek Psalter equivalent of the Hebrew verb non “to seek 
refuge” is usually eXtii^w (see Ps 5:12; 7:2 etc.), the translator follows the 
model of Ps 16:8LXX instead of translating the verb “mechanically” by one 
and the same equivalent. Certainly, as for the image of the Psalmist’s hiding 
under God’s shelter, the translator does not proceed systematically, as one 
can deduce from the two quoted texts. In fact, in texts like Ps 26:5b; 
35:8bLXX one does not find expressions consisting of a verb and an adverb 
of place deriving from the same Greek root. Such passages demand a de
tailed analysis of the respective contexts that cannot be carried out in this 
paper. Nevertheless, the tendency of creating paronomastic formulations 
between a verb and prepositional phrase is observable elsewhere in the 
LXX Psalter as the following examples can show.

Ps 149:3b:

ib mar qro ev TnpTtdvro Kai yaZ-rppi® 
yaXäTmoav aüi®

“Let them sing praises to him with 
tambourine and lyre” (NRSV)

“Let them sing praises to him with drum and 
harp”

In the Greek Psalter, the noun TID is translated by two different Greek 
words: KtOdpa (Ps 32:2a etc.) and \|/aZTf|piov (Ps 32:2b etc.). Further- 
more, the Standard Greek translation of the Hebrew verb 1ÖT is \pdXÄ.co, at 
least in the Psalter (Ps 7:18 etc.). Therefore, it is possible that this verb has 
influenced the choice of the preceding noun whereas elsewhere this might 
not be the case (e.g. Ps 70:22bLXX).

A particular use of paronomasia can be noticed in comparisons intro- 
duced by wosi. In the Hebrew Psalter, the noun following the preposition of 
comparison as well as the corresponding verb might derive from the same 
root. According to Ps 103:15, man flourishes like a flower of the field 
(PX’ p mtPH PW). As expected, the LXX follows the Hebrew style on this 
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point: cboei avOog toü dypoo oikcog e^avOqoet. Elsewhere however, the 
Greek Psalter stresses this kind of relationship against the Hebrew. Let us 
quote three examples:

Ps 72(71):6b:

nx TMT a’:wo cboei orayöveg ord^owoat 
ent rqv yqv

“like showers that water [?] the earth” “like drops dripping on the earth” (NETS)

Ps 101(102):4b:

Tim npiM18 ’möjnn Kai tä öora po» cboei cppwytov 
ovvecppbyqoav

“and my bones burn like a fumace” 
(NRSV)

“and my bones were bumt up like firewood“ 
(NETS)

18 Against the BHS text (7p 103), one should follow the evidence of the Hebrew manu- 
scripts reading only one word. See Barthelemy, Critique textuelle, 221-2.

19 W. Gesenius, Hebräisches und Aramäisches Wörterbuch über das Alte Testament (ed. H. 
Donner) (Heidelberg: Springer, 181995), 312: “Regenguß”.

Ps 108(109):19b:

mam mn rmbi cboei ^cbvq f|v 5td navrbg 
nepi^mwurat

“like a belt that he wears every day” 
(NRSV)

“and as a girdle with which he girds himself 
continually” (Brenton)

A closer look at the three texts reveals that each of them contains a rare 
word. To begin with, in Ps 72:6b the word represents «pHT one of the nu- 
merous difficult words of the Psalter whose sense and function are far from 
clear.19 However, the translator knows □'»□'»□“l which he had rendered by 
orayöveg in Ps 64:11LXX. So it seems not too farfetched to fit in a word not 
only expressing the effect caused by the drops but also deriving from the 
same Greek root: ora^co “drip”.

As for nplO in Ps 102:4, this word is a Psalter hapax legomenon as well. 
Rendering the verb nn “bum” by oupcpphycu (see also Job 30:30A; Ezek 
24:10a) the translator employs a noun deriving from the same root, 
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ippuytov, in order to illustrate the männer the bones of the Psalmist are 
consumed as by fire.

Final ly, the noun ntn “belt” in Ps 109:19b is also a Psalter hapax lego- 
menon. The translator surely knows the verb "WH “to gird” as well as its 
figurative sense which he renders by Ttepi^tDVVDgi (Ps 44:4; 64:13). Since 
the parallel colon Ps 109:19a mentions the curse the wicked should put on 
like a garment (ipdriov) it is possible that the translator inserted in the 
second line the noun ^divr| “belt, girdle”, i.e. the piece of clothing fitting to 
the verb nept^covvupi.

III. Concluding Remarks

The purpose of this short article is to give an idea of the existence and dif- 
fusion of rhetorical devices in the Greek Psalter that cannot be explained by 
a slavish translation of a Hebrew Vorlage. Of course, one should be aware 
of the fact that the study of these examples can be deepened in several 
ways: Firstly, it is necessary to take into consideration the immediate con- 
text of the passages quoted. Secondly, it would be worthwhile to extend this 
study to the Greek Psalter as a whole in order to show that the examples 
presented above are not exceptions. As for the method of study, one conclu- 
sion can already be drawn: We have to change our perspective. That means 
to say that instead of wondering which element of the Hebrew text is repro- 
duced in which männer in the Greek text we have to focus on the Greek text 
itself. Then the question will be: Which rhetorical devices of the Greek text 
have no model in the extant Hebrew Psalter texts? If we could answer that 
question we would gain more insight not only into the translation technique 
underlying the Greek Psalter, but also into the ideas the translator had of his 
own task.


